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Grantmaking and
Spirituality

FAITH-BASED GRANTMAKING:

2. Gets its resources from the community and therefore
is supportive of community organizing, community
empowerment, movement building for the long haul.
We share resources from our sense of community and
are drawn to people-centered work.

3. Stems from historical, deeply rooted, and continu
ously re-explored belief systems. The mandate for
giving is biblically based and offers a clear set of values
defined through social teachings. Our mission state
ments, guidelines and principles tend to be older and
therefore are not arbitrary, issue driven, or buffeted by
the winds of change, by what is "hot" in the moment.
There is an integrated approach to the work.

exploring the what, where, whys and hows of faith
based grantmaking might help make the whole field
more attuned to the movements we are trying to
support, as well as make the field of grantmaking a
more spiritually humane one.

1. Expresses concern for the poor, the oppressed,
for common people fighting for their rights. Biblical
passages and religious practice gird the funding. "All
people are created in the image of God (Genesis 1)" and
therefore deserving of a life where they can be what
God intends for them to be is a well-spring of much of
faith-based funding.Putting Your Money Where

Your Faith Is

The Communications/Publications Committee asked
three NNG members to write about connections between
spirituality and progressive grantmaking. Each contrib
utor has taken a different perspective. The theme of this

newsletter issue previews NNG's October 27 to 30
conference in Seattle, "Grantmaking, Community
Organizing, and Spirituality: What are the
Connections?"

Marjorie Fine, Executive Director of the
Unitarian Universalist Veatch Program at Shelter
Rock, was formerly Executive Director of the
North Star Fund in New York. She is involved
with the Interfaith Funders, an NNG Affinity
Group, comprised primarily of Christian, Jewish,
and Unitarian Universalist grantmakers. Margie
sends much appreciation and thanks to those who freely
shared their thoughts on this subject with her: Ollie

Cohen, Jeffrey Dekro, Elaine Gross, Kim Jefferson, Wendy
Johnson, Si Kahn, Patty Lane, Doug Lawson, Marlen'e
Provizer, Mike Roque, Jean Sindab, and Dick Ullrich.

Register now for
NNG's Annual
Conference in

Seattle,
October 27-30

"Grantmaking,
Community

Organizing, and
Spirituality:
What are the

Connections ?"

Aske~ to write an article about faith-based grantmaking,
a subject I am deeply immersed in and think about all
the time, and 10 and behold, I got genuinely stuck! All I
could think about was a popular advertisement from
several years ago for kosher hot dogs. It emphatically
declared its product's absolute purity by stating that
while the U.S. Government had certain standards, they
had even stricter ones because "they had to answer to an
even higher authority." Did the seriousness
underlying the humor of this statement also
reflect the beliefs of religious grantmakers? Do
we have a spiritual high ground that other grant
making institutions and funders do not?

After talking this subject over with many
colleagues who are members of Interfaith
Funders, I do not know if I can say whether liber
al faith-based grantmakers are all that different
from our brother and sister institutions. I do
know that as we talked, several commonly held
themes began to emerge. I will lay them out into
ten tenets here, and in the spirit of dialogue and
understanding invite others, within and without
faith-based grantmaking, to respond to them in
upcoming issues of this newsletter. I believe that

4. Is based in the Jewish tradition of tzedakah, giving
money to fight for justice, and Christian charity, giving
to eradicate oppression. It is the living embodiment of
our relationship to the spirit of God.

Continued on PaRe 7
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We The Fleas (on Mother Earth)
Paul Raible is an Organizational and Development
Consultant who works with the Indigenous
Environmental Network.

Social change is a transformative process involving
consciousness as much as intellect. When we are
engaged as grantrnakers in environmental or economic
justice or human rights work, we deal through grantees
with balancing and transforming those forces which are
comfortable with counterinsurgency campaigns, home
lessness, poisoned farmworkers, and gross profit.

Transformation is about spirituality, the shifting
balance of good and evil, positive and negative, life and
death. And it is about commitment rather than ideolo
gy. It is about belief in life and honoring while taking
responSibility for making creation functional.

Human rights and needs derive from creation, survive
on spirit and are expressed through action and organiz
ing. Grantmakers have to trust the capacity for transfor
mation in people, that they know what they need and
that we can help, something which our funding role
may obscure. But social change is not a buffet, it is real,
unsavory, messy sometimes, addressing negativity.

The spiritual work of transformation is very different
from 'New Age' adoption of forms of religious practice,
taking a bit from 'the Native American', a bit from 'the
Buddhist' and a bit from 'the Hindu', without any strug
gle, manifestating the conqueror mentality. 'We like
these beads and these drums, this 'chant', this peyote.
We like to say 'om'. But we don't know about poverty:
no running water, broke down american cars, nothing
recycled, possible use of alcohol or guns.

Catholic practitioners of Liberation Theology hold a
commitment to the poor and oppressed. They operate at
the spiritual heart of struggle, expressed as much in pro
jects as in catechism or Bible study. They work in the
cooperatives, community health clinics and refugee
camps and with the garbage pickers of Manila or
Guatemala City. They follow the lead of the people, eat
ing rice, sleeping on the floor, going hungry or to jail.

The Dine opposed to clearcutting, the Apache's Mount
Graham struggle, Big Mountain; these organizers also
derive their clarity and stamina from spiritual beliefs
held by their people.

As grantmakers we can support community struggles
in a similarly appropriate way by being clear about our
role. We support the work, offer solutions and can be
in the trenches, while direction comes from those in
the community. We cannot lead or direct the fight.
That is the job of those in the community. Our job is to
move money within and among the movement, not to
be its leaders.

With the Indigenous Environmental Network I
encounter the spiritual work in the movement every
where, every day. But I try to put what I know about
Native environmental fights into fundraising efforts
which keep financing and grantmaking concerns
focused on organizing and on the issues: Exxon, nuclear
waste, hydro-electric projects.

While there is a spiritual story behind the story for
every fight, mostly I do not need to know, nor do
funders. I just have to respect and represent the work
without getting caught in the 'romance' of informa
tion or ceremonies. My job is technical, but it requires
commitment to the whole struggle.

At the June conference of the Indigenous
Environmental Network in Mole Lake, Wisconsin,
there was a walk to and ceremony at a proposed
Exxon/llio-Algom mine site. County Police respond
ing to alleged gate crashing/property destruction
encountered a circle of some five hundred people
standing up with the Anishnabe People whose lands
and water the mine threatens.

They did not interrupt and kept their distance. But
when everyone left the site to walk back and resume
the conference, one officer made a last 'sweep' of the
area. He walked all the way around and never set
foot on the ground where the ceremony happened.

Our challenge as grantmakers is to overcome our
secular, left and intellectual biases where they exist
and to be more comfortable with this larger aspect of
the movement. Whether it is the nuclear fuel cycle,
the housing and homeless crisis, immigration, Bosnia
or Big Mountain, we must deal with the challenge of
human transformation, which is not an intellectual
exercise.

For me, dominant, white, modern american culture
has relegated spirituality to an activity. But I try not
to confuse this activity with the struggle for survival
waged in poor communities around the world, sur
viving through faith and practice.

In the context of our secular 'Christian' society here in
america, we are complicit in the desecration of indige
nous burial sites and places of worship, and tolerate
the 'GO Road' Supreme COllrt decision and the incar
ceration of Leonard Peltier, Geronimo Pratt and
Norma Jean Croy.

But I know many Christians as spiritual people are
generous donors, socially responsible investors and
eager volunteers of the social movement. Donation
statistics show that most funding goes through
churches, from individuals.

The movement for social change and economic justice
depends upon this faith in transformation as well as
good organizing, record keeping and administrative
procedures. Faith in transformation is what we fund.

Secular members of the philanthropic community
have a tall challenge to meet sorting out who to fund
when so much of the movement for social change and
economic justice is organized around spiritual foun
dations as well as around organizing, administrative
procedures and other essentials.

I try to remember the Earth and respect life around
me, bugs and people about the same. We are the fleas
on Mother Earth. Paolo Freire wrote about praxis.
And Mr. Bill Wahpepah said in response to a ques
tion about 'religious people': "I don't care if they are
religious, as long as they are spiritual".•



Setting Our Eyes to the Future
in Faith and Spirit

Helen Hunt is President of The Sister Fund, a private
women's foundation that is a member of the National
Network of Women's Funds. She has also served on
the boards of the Dallas Women's Foundation, the
New York Women's Foundation, the Ms. Foundation
for Women, and Women and Foundations/Corporate
Philanthropy. She now lives in New Mexico with
her family.

Many of us who gravitate toward NNe's perspective view
the effects of institutionalized religion with disillusion
ment and disdain. We share the frustration of George
Fowler, a priest recently excommunicated, who developed
the term "church abuse." Similar to other forms of psychic
damage often done in the name of love, he refers to the
abuse perpetrated by hierarchical, patriarchal, religious
doctrine that contorts the human spirit with control
and guilt.

In spite of the turbulent emotions many of us harbor
toward organized religion, we acknowledge the root of
most social movements as being spiritual. Nonetheless,
social movements too often degenerate into pragmatic and
power transactions. What we often forget is the difference
between what is considered religious versus that which is
"spirituaL" In making this distinction, we must explore the
phenomenon of the spiritual, and what place it holds with
in philanthropy.

Spirituality, while evoking a vast range of reactions, is so
fundamental to our nature that we strive to include it in a
new dialogue. But when we talk about the spiritual within
the work of grantmaking, what do we mean? I think of the
spiritual as that which involves the spheres beyond our
rational selves, and an openness to the inter-dynamics and
inter-relationships of all aspects of creation.

We continue to feel the effects of Cartesian philosophy,
in which dominant emphasis is on the mind, resulting in
a dualism of the mind/body split. Nineteenth century
rationalism created a philosophy that emphasized the
promotion of the self, the "ego" linear and hierarchical
thinking, control, achievement, and the masculinized
notion of radical autonomy. Relationship was
subject/ object. Many of these energies have pushed
Western society forward in a compulsive, self-aggrandiz
ing, and addictive modality.

Aware of a paradigm shift in society there is now interest
in moving toward a post Cartesian philosophy-or a more
spirit-centered philosophy. This world view focuses on
interactive, collective, participatory connections, reintegra
tion of suppressed feminine wisdom, empathy, and rela
tional modalities of engagement. Relationship is
subject/subject. Many in NNG know that a continued
rational focus forges a path to global destruction.
However, spiritual intervention, opening us up to the
inter-relationship of all creation, can shift this course.

The knowledge that you cannot break up the whole gives
primacy to the relational. Grantmaking from a spiritual
base evolves from the vibrancy of life-including the pain
and need of those around us. Healing begins with one

individual taking the time to honor connectedness to
another. Thus, spiritual grantmaking is participating in a
paradigmatic shift in which selfhood is intrinsically
relational. As donors, it is our solidarity with those with
out resources and our capacity to cultivate and live in full
relationship in life which is the beginning of our path to a
true and moral spirituality.

As 1 have been committed to building women's founda
tiems for the last ten years, 1 have felt compelled to
support this vision without fully understanding why. But
I know I follow a similar impulse as many within the
Funding Exchange, as well as other progressive philan
thropic structures. Increasingly, I realize that this type of
grantmaking offers a participatory model of decision
making around grant allocations. Working within four
women's funds, my main focus around the allocations
process was to encourage this diverse, participatory
model. Progressive foundations recognize that the great
est healing power comes not so much from the dollars
allocated, but from the paths of collaboration, coalition
building, empathy and mutuality that are forged within
the process. In fact, a 'giving over' of the grants decision
making offers a greater freedom that is birthed by detach
ment from the set outcome. It is this detachment that
creates an openness which invites spirituality to enter and
shape the process.

And so we watch Polly Guth, an heiress of Corning Glass,
'giving over' her mantle of leadership of The New York
Women's Foundation to Alice Cardona, a grassroots
Latina activist, who now chairs a 2.5 million dollar
endowed foundation. It is only with this type of cross
class collaboration and mutual respect that any real
progress toward justice can be achieved. It is one in
which a sense of mutuality allows for a new breadth of
relationship within philanthropic struchlres.

The spiritual in grantmaking seeks to transform the ego
centric and self-aggrandizing world view into a relational
perspective. It is Bernadette Cozart, a grassroots orga
nizer who creates gardens and creates micro-enterprises
in Harlem, who offers a concise definition of the distinc
tion I mentioned earlier: "Most religion has to do with
control. Spirituality has to do with empowerment."

Contil1ued 011 Page 7
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From the Co-Chairs
We have witnessed many landmark anniversaries during these past several months. Fifty years have passed since
the Allied Forces landed on the coast of Normandie, forty years since Brown v. Board of Education, thirty years
since Freedom Summer, and twenty five years since Neil Armstrong walked on the moon.

The media hype over the D-Day celebration and the "giant step for mankind" was disturbing but not surprising.
The portrayal of US triumphalism in western Europe conveniently excluded Russia's critical role in engaging
German troops on the eastern front. Exciting as the landing on the moon may have been, it represented another
victory in conquering a new territory, just as the country was in the midst of the Vietnam War.

On the other hand, the lack of extensive media coverage about the 1954 Supreme Court decision and the civil rights
movement was disappointing, but again not surprising. Public school desegregation was supposed to lead to equal
education for all. Instead it resulted in the creation of white private schools and the near elimination of Black
educational institutions. Voter registration resulted in more Black elected officials but this has not necessarily led
to a shift in political power.

Lessons learned from these experiences and current social conditions are giving rise to another wave of activism.
Examples include strategies of preserving African American universities and reversing the idea that Blacks have
to integrate into white schools. Such stories about the steady work involved in social change do not catch the
attention of the national media unless something sensational occurs. But the people and groups that make these
stories happen are what contribute to a larger dynamic social movement.

The challenge that is presented to progressive grantmakers is to find better and appropriate ways to support these
people, groups, and movements. Our annual conferences serve as an important venue to continue these discussions
and develop strategies. We look forward to seeing all of you in October in Seattle!

Miyoko Oshima Larry Kressley
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NNG Between A to Z
Richard Magat, former president of the Edward W.
Hazen Foundation, is a Visiting Fellow at the Yale
Program on Non-Profit Organizations (PONPO) and
resident at The Conservation Company.

In the midst of communist witch hunting 40 years ago,
the accusation "interlock" sent chills through the hearts
and backbones of foundation officials. In one of two
wild and wooly Congressional investigations of the role
of foundations for "subversive activities, political
purposes, propaganda, and legislative influence," grant
makers were accused of conspiring together. There
was, the inquisitors charged, "an interlock of large
private foundations having enormous influence over
social science research and education."

Although the committees' recommendations came to
naught, the foundations were frightened. Intimidated
by the "interlock" accusations, they were fearful of meet
ing with one another and, if they did meet, careful to
keep a low profile.

Now the tables have turned dramatically. There are so
many organizations in the philanthropic community
that one wag calls the scene "gridlock, not interlock."

The only national organizational games in town in the
mid-1950s were the National Council on Philanthropy
(NCOP), which did little more than hold annual confer
ences, and NCCF, the National Council on Community
Foundations. For several years the large private foun
dations debated whether to affiliate with the NCCF. In
time the more numerous and vastly richer private foun-

dations swallowed up NCCF, and in May, 1964, the
Council changed its name to the National Council on
Foundations (NCF) "National" was dropped soon after
on the risible grounds that the Council would thereby
seem less like a trade association. With the transforma
tion to COF, the acronym race was on. In the year of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (TRA), COF had 350 mem
bers; it is now 1200 strong.

In response to the Act, the temporary but formidable
National Committee on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs, the Filer Commission, formed. That
effort inspired the creation in 1980 of IS (Independent
Sector), a merger of NCOP and the Coalition of
National Voluntary Organizations (CONVO).
Embracing both foundations and large national non
profit organizations, IS was ridiculed as a Rube
Goldberg contraption. But it has succeeded, not only
as a lobbying organization but also as a force for stimu
lating education and academic research on foundations
and other parts of the nonprofit sector.

Our own NNG was born in 1979 as a progressive alter
native for individuals in grantmaking, many of whom
were excluded from the COP.

One of the latest entries in the philanthropic acronym
derby is the PR (the Philanthropy Roundtable), an
avowedly conservative counterpart to the ostensibly
liberal COF. PR too sponsors and other events for
grantmakers and publishes the quarterly newsletter
Philanthropy.

The most explosively growing alphabet group in the

Continlled Ull page 7



Changes in the Network

News from Members

• Louis Delgado of the MacArthur Foundation suffered
severe injuries in a helicopter accident in Panama in
June. However, we are glad to hear that he is recover
ing well. Our thoughts are with him.

• Marcia Festen of the MacArthur Foundation has been
promoted to Program Officer in the Community
Development Program. Congratulations.

• Lance Lindbloom has been appointed executive Vice
President of Open Society Fund and Open Society
Institute in New York. He was formerly President and
chief executive officer of the J. Roderick MacArthur
Foundation.

• Jane McAlevey is a new Program Officer of the
Unitarian Universalist Veatch Program at Shelter Rock.
She is replacing Corinne Rafferty. Congratulations and
welcome to NNe.

• Elaine Sigalove will be leaving the Peace Devel
opment Fund on September 9th. She is seeking new
career options. Good luck.

.Joe Wilson has left the Public Welfare Foundation. He
is now Grants Coordinator at Share Our Strength in
Washington D.C. Congratulations.

New and Renewed Members

• Karen Aldridge, Program Officer of Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation in Flint, MI.

• Jean Anderson, Executive Director of the Cooperating
Fund Drive in St. Paul, MN.

• Sherry Salway-Black, Vice-President and Director of
the Eagle Staff Fund in New York.

• Ruby Buck from Greenville, MS.

• Verian Carnegie, Director of the United Church of
Christ/Commission for Racial Justice, in Enfield, NC.

• Michael Caudell-Feagan, Director of the Stern Family
Fund in Arlington, VA.

• Chris D'Arpa, Program Associate of the Crossroads
Fund in Chicago, IL.

• David Demere, of Belfast, ME, a member of the
Impact Project in Arlington, MA.

• William A. Diaz, Senior Fellow at the University of
Minnesota-Humphrey Institute in Minneapolis, MN,
formerly with the Ford Foundation.

• John Foster-Bey, Associate Director of Community
Initiatives Program of the John D. & Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation in Chicago, IL.

• Betsy Frampton, President of Glen Eagles Foundation
in Washington, D.C.

• Alexander Gaguine, of Santa Cruz, CA, a member of
Vanguard Public Foundation in San Francisco.

• Jeffrey M. Glebocki, Program Officer of the Nord
Family Foundation in Elyria, OH.

• Ken Jacobs, Executive Director of the SHARE
Foundation in San Francisco.

• Elaine Lee, Program Coordinator of the San
Francisco Foundation in San Francisco, CA.

• Antonio Maciel, Program Officer of Joyce Mertz
Gilmore Foundation in New York.

• Michael S. Marcus, Senior Staff Associate of the
Chicago Community Trust in Chicago, IL.

• Conrad Martin of the Stewart R. Mott Charitable
Fund in Washington, D.C.

• Gloria Moreno-Wycoff, Vice President of the United
Latino Fund in Los Angeles, CA.

• Robert L. Payton, Professor of Philanthropic Studies
at Indiana University Center on Philanthropy in
Indianapolis, IN.

• Janet Perkins, from Little Rock, AR, Board Member
of the Bert & Mary Meyer Foundation.

• Caroline Fair Perry, Director of the Philadelphia
Foundation in Philadelphia, PA.

• Michele Prichard, Executive Director of the Liberty
Hill Foundation in Los Angeles, CA.

• Rebecca Riley, Vice President for Community Affairs
of the John D. & Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
in Chicago, IL.

• Walter S. Rosenberry III of Denver, CO.

• Terre Rybovitch, Manager of the Bert & Mary Meyer
Foundation in Orlando, FL.

• Margaret Schink of Shaler Adams Foundation in
Menlo Park, CA.

• Cinthia Schuman, Deputy Director of the Rockefeller
Family Fund in New York.

• Laurie Thompson of the Eagle Staff Fund in New York.

• Jane Yett, of Santa Cruz, CA, a member of Vanguard
Public Foundation in San Francisco.

• Monona Yin, Program Officer of the Rockefeller
Financial Services, Inc. in New York.

The Tides Foundation was selected by the National
Park Service to enter into lease negotiations at the
Letterman Complex at the Presidio of San Francisco.
Tides will create the Thoreau Center for sustainabili
ty, bringing together nonprofit organizations working
on environmental sustainability to create a center for
public education on this issue.
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"The People are Coming"
Image by Brian Tripp

For Indigenous peoples, the earth is sacred, and every thing is animate and alive.
Because of this appreciation, indigenous peoples live on the earth with an attitude of respect.
Nothing must be taken or used without a need, an attitude of thankfulness and a conscious
ness that something must be returned. The concept of reciprocity, giving back the equivalent
of what is taken, is central to the Indigenous paradigm. Each being on the earth has a respon
sibility to care for what has been put here by the Creator.

Christopher Peters, Pohlik-Iah/Karuk
Executive Director, Seventh Generation Fund

Most non-Native Americans idyllically revere the United States as a nation enshrined in religious freedom with a
government that abides by notions of acceptance and non-persecution. However, in the reality of daily life for
the "First Americans", the Indigenous peoples of Turtle Island (Western Henusphere), the fundamental right to
freely exercise traditional, Earth-based religions, has been consistently undermined since this
nation's founding over two hundred years ago. Even though this right is presumed by much
of non-Native America who abide by Western/European religious ethics, in truth, religious
persecution has occurred despite tlle highly celebrated list of "conquerors" mentality on
indigenous peoples' lives which has seriously threatened the physical and spiritual survival
of Native peoples for hundreds of years, continues to this day.

Global Greengrants Fund
Established
Environmental Funders Collaborative at The Tides
Foundation Enables International Small Grants
Program for Grassroots NGO's

The Global Greengrants Fund (GGF), a Funders
Collaborative for environmental funders interested in
supporting the movement internationally, was estab
lished by the Damien Foundation and the Caribou
Fund at The Tides Foundation in late 1993. Since then,
it has made over $100,000 in small grants to community
based environmental organizations in the Southern
Hemisphere, as well as exceptional programs in other
regions where alternative sources of funding do not
exist. Other supporting institutions include the Alfred
Jurzykowski Foundation, the Needmor Fund, The
Martin Foundation, and the C.S. Mott Foundation,
which has made a $120,000 two year grant to the
Francisco Foundation, the GGF affiliate in Brazil in
order to build the capacity of grassroots groups
throughout Brazil.

Clearcut of Rainforest, Rondonia, Westem Amazon, Brazil

Most grants are made to activist organizations selected
on the basis of recommendations from an informal
network of grassroots activist advisors working with
international, national and regional networks of grass
roots organizations. The Global Greengrants Fund relies
on advice from organizers with Rainforest Action
Network, Pesticide Action Network, International
Rivers Network, Greenpeace International, Pacific
Environment and Resource Center, Earth Island Insti
tute and others. Currently grants are made primarily
in Latin America, Southeast Asia and Siberia, however,
there are no firm geographic limitations.

GGF grants are intended to encourage stability and
long-term planning in community organizations
with support for the development of infrastructure,
networking capability and basic organizational require
ments such as salaries, rent, communications and office
expenses. The grants range in size from $500 to $5000.

The Global Creengrants Fund invites discussion and
partnership with other NNG members interested in
exploring international small grants strategies aimed at
building the capacity of the global environmental move
ment. Later this year the GGF will be hosting a funders
briefing on international environmental grassroots
grantmaking. Invited presenters include Randy Hayes
from Rainforest Action Network, Monica Moore from
Pesticide Action Network, Owen Lammers from
International Rivers Network, David Gordon from
Pacific Environment and Resource Center, Humberto
Mafra from Fundacao Francisco, Drummond Pike
from the Tides Foundation. National Network of
Grantmakers members interested in contributing to the
Global Greengrants Fund or attending the briefing
should contact Chct Tchozewski at:

Global Greengrants Fund
3564 Pearl St.

Boulder, CO 80301 USA
E-Mail: greengrants@igc.apc.org

Phone & FAX (303) 786-8170



Puttiug Your Malley . .. COlltillLled from Page 1

5. Approaches grantmaking with a sense of history.
People were in this struggle before us, are in it with us,
and will continue after us. This larger perspective engen
ders a steadfastness to our approach to grantmaking and
stresses an awareness of the commitment to keeping "our
eyes on the prize." What people do while alive matters
and makes a difference. Rooted in ancient community,
there is a sense of others coming before you and others
after you "carrying it on."

6. Is based on a tradition of radical questioners, challeng
ing authority, encouraging debate. jesus, along with
jewish martyrs, resistance fighters, and all the prophets
spoke out forcefully against injustice, often at great dan
ger. As ftlllders we are committed to supporting those
who follow in their footsteps.

7. Demands a high level of ilccountilbility. For many
funders, the money often is from ordinilry folks who give
on a particular Sunday, or from a congregiltion that has
chosen to use its money for the common good, or from a
religious order that is tithing a percentilge of its income to
grilntmaking. It is a very democratic source of funding.

8. Takes seriously educating the people who are giving
the money as well as caring about how the money is
spent. Transformation counts with the givers as well ilS
the receivers and defines the partnership of extended
community.

9. Often sees this work in its prophetic role. This means
taking risks, putting trust in people, and give them legiti
macy. It demonstrates its faith in people to do for them
selves. Trilnslilted concretely this means being willing to
make the first grant, being the backers of a new projector
program, general support grilnts, and milking grant
applications user friendly.

10. Involves a big dose of compassion, in addition to
being justice oriented. We arc dedicated to the concept
of the personal as political. We are searching for ways to
create radical structurill change, and the trilnsformation
of the individual. By definition, faith is il relational expe
rience, with God, and by extension with humimity. It is a
personal, communal and societal existence, and any eval
uation of meaning and work takes this into account. _

Setting Our Eyes to the Future . .. Contillued from Page 3

Grantmilking from a spiritual base fosters empower
ment above all. Whether we acknowledge it or not, I
sense that all of us within NNG are drilwing from a spir
itlwlity thilt fuels our grilntmilking ilnd ignites our
vision of what the world can be. It quickens us toward
the causes of justice. A verse in the Bible, Ephesiilns 2:16
sets our eyes to the future:"Filith is the evidence of
things not yet seen and hope in the things yet to come."
It is this faith and spirit that I hold as bedrock. My hope
for our future Ciln be offered ilS il prilyer: MilY that which
unifies us become more important thiln that which
divides us, so that we may fully combine our efforts as
we seek to nurture social healing ilnd a world of just
in ter-relil tions. _

NNe Betweell A to Z Continued frolll Page 4

grantmaking field is the AGs-affinity groups. Beginning
in 1970 with the Association of Black Foundation
Executives (ABFE) affinity groups now number 26. They
focus on alcoholism, children, communications, drugs,
education, environment, women and girls, heillth justice,
lesbians and gays, AIDS, neighborhoods, Southern
Africa, reproductive rights, television and video, and
many other special niches. joseph Foote, an observer of
the breed, SilyS they hilve changed from "cozy kaf
feeklatsch giltherings .. .in many cases to vibrilnt,
assertive-some say unduly aggressive-players."

Some AGs are staffed, well-funded, research-based
groups that seek not only to exchange information and
stimulate collaborative funding as well.

RAG's - Regional Associations of grilntmilkers are il
more venerable grouping of Grantmakers, having origi
nated in 1949 with the Conference of Southwest
Foundations. Only two more were born before the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, but they now number some two
dozen, ilnd their total membership, more thiln 2000, now
outruns the Council on Foundation's. Many are now
staffed and run all manner of programs, from nuts-and
bolts professional development to innovative ventures,
like common application forms for nonprofit grantseek
ers in their areas. After an initial turf nervousness about
RAGs, the Council on Foundations embraced them and
encourages their growth.

Besides organizations of grantmakers, other acronymic
orgilnizations have foundations as their reason for being.
These include the quintessential example of feed
ing from the hand one bites - NCRP (the National
Committee for Responsible Philanthropy), a Naderesque
wiltchdog over the foundation community. NCIB (the
Niltional Charities Information Board) serves founda
tions ilnd other donors by setting and monitoring
standards of good practice by nonprofit organizations.

This survey milY not exhilust the organizational illphilbet of
philanthropy, but it milkes abundantly clear that the fear of
interlock has given way to a zest for interdependence. _

This newsletter was conceptualized by Wendy Johnson,
ComlnunicntionsjPublications Comlnittee Chair,

and Jennifer Warburg. It was edited by Seunghee Cha and
Terry Odendahl. Jill Pittsford is our graphic designer.
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Yes! I want to be a member!
rJ Enclosed is a check for $75 made payable to the National Network of Grantmakers for 1994 membership

o Enclosed is a check for $100 made payable to the National Network of Grantmakers for 1995 membership

o In addition, 1am enclosing a tax-deductible contribution of $ _

-

Name _ Title _

Address. _

City, State, Zip _

Work Phone ( Fax (

Please return to National Network of Grantmakers, 1717 Kettner Blvd., #100 San Diego, CA 92101 Phone (619) 231-1348 Fax (619) 231-1349

NATIONAL NETWORK OF GRANTMAKERS
Board of Directors 1993-1994

Ellen Furnari
Ben & Jerry's Foundation
Box 299
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 244-6957 (Ext. 2590)
(802) 244-1175 Fax

Wendy Johnson
Appalachian Community Fund
517 Union Ave., Suite 206
Knoxville, TN 37902
(615) 523-5783
(615) 522-5281 Fax

Larry Kressley (Co-Chair)
Public Welfare Foundation
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 505
Washingtoo, D.C. 20037
(202) 965-1800
(202) 625-1348 Fax

NATIONAL NETWORK OF GRANTMAKERS

1717 Kettner Blvd. #100

San Diego, CA 92101

Cathy una
Sustainable Communities Project
2000 PSt., NW, Soite 408
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-4667
(202) 833-4670 Fax

Carol Mollner
National Net\'l/ork of Women's Funds
1821 University Ave., Suite 409 N
St. Paul, MN 55105
(612) 641-0742
(612) 647-1401 Fax

Miyoko Oshima (Co-Chair)
The Tides Foundation
1388 Sutter St., Suite 1010
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 771-4308
(415) 771-0535 Fax

Marlene Provizer
Jewish Fund for Justice
920 Broadway, Suite 605
New York, NY 10010
(212) 677-7080
(212) 677-7159 Fax

Alan Rabinowitz (Treasurer)
3400 East Laurelhurst Dr., NE
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 525-7941
(206) 524-3074 Fax

Mike Roque
Chinook Fund
2412 Wc'St32nd Ave.
Denver. CO 80211
(303) 455--6905

Rose S..ckey-Milligan (Secretary)
Peace Development Fund
44 North Prospect St.
P.O. Box 1280
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 256-8306
(413) 256-8871 Fax

HubertSapp
Oxfam America
26 West Slreet
Boston, MA 02111-1206
(617) 728-2508
(617) 728--2595 Fax

Gary Schwartz
Fund of the Four Directions
8 West 40th St., 10th Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 768-1430
(212) 768-1471 Fax

Cynthia White
Self-Development of People
100 Witherspoon Ave.
Louisville, KY 4U204
(502) 569-5780
(502) 569-5018 Fax

Ron White
Campaign for Human
Development
3211 Fourth St. NE
Washington, DC 20017
(202) 541-3372
(202) 541-3322

Staff:
Catherine Brozowski
Seunghee Cha
Terry Odendahl
1717 Kettner Blvd. #100
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 231-1348
(619) 231-1349 Fax
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